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By L.J. Shen

Angry Godzilla

Stand-alone
Release: 2019
Books in All Saints High series are stand-alones:
Book 1: Pretty Reckless - Dariaâ€™s story
Book 2: Broken Knight - Knightâ€™s story
Book 3: Angry God - Vaughnâ€™s story
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Angry God Lj Shen
vaughn, please be the panty dropping redeemer we need
When you've seen a lot of teen drama and you want more
\_(ãƒ„)_/

When you've seen a lot of teen drama and you want more

Â¯\_(ãƒ„)_/Â¯

...more
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Angry Goddess
Edit: May 28, 2019
THE ORDER HAS CHANGED.
This is now book #3 and no longer #2.
So happy to finish the series with Vaughn and his mystery girl, and not that piece of shit. [Edit: Not
anymore. There's a 4th book *eye roll*.]
I hope you all will stop talking about Luna now, lol.
Thank fuck she decided to release Knight and Luna's story first.

Edit: May 5, 2019
Just finished Pretty Reckless and I'm actually interested in this (for now). Can't say the same about
Knight...
--Omg stop saying it's Luna. Did

Edit: May 28, 2019

THE ORDER HAS CHANGED.
This is now book #3 and no longer #2.
So happy to finish the series with Vaughn and his mystery girl, and not that piece of shit. [Edit: Not
anymore. There's a 4th book *eye roll*.]
I hope you all will stop talking about Luna now, lol.
Thank fuck she decided to release Knight and Luna's story first.

Edit: May 5, 2019
Just finished

Pretty Reckless and I'm actually interested in this (for now). Can't say the same about

Knight...
--Omg stop saying it's Luna. Did we read the same book? And I hope Shen is smarter than this.
But anyway, from Pretty Reckless ICYMI: â€œItâ€™s our entire football team, cheer team, Mom, Dad,
Bailey, Via, Knight, Luna, Vaughn, and a girl I donâ€™t know but have heard all about.â€•
1. It is not Luna.
2. Daria does not even know the girl.
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3. Thank fuck.
Of course Luna deserves better than Knight (duh), but after Pretty Reckless it can't be Vaughn. Just no.
Now Cadence, "Daria's best friend" who was messing around with Knight in the extended epilogue of
Vicious at the end of The End Zone and some say it's her, *eye roll*. Well...
She does not exist, lol. Daria has no friend with this name.
This is probably the reason why the epilogue is no longer available.
Look, anyone is good as long as it's not Knight's leftover or "love". Period. Fuck history repeating itself.

Apr 6, 2018
Vaughn:

â€œI mean, you and uncle Dean even dated Mom almost at the same time, didnâ€™t you?

Thatâ€™s some modern shit right there. I guess Iâ€™m an old-school kind of guy. Sharing is not my
jam.â€•
Hopefully Vaughn's bff won't fuck the girl he wants and he won't fuck his bff's ex.
I might like him...

Source:

The End Zone

...more

Hauntingly Beautiful. Completely Unexpected. Vaughn crept up on me, and broke me down. He owns
my heart.
Full review to come.
Beta read
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Angry God Meme
Luna and Vaughn?
Yes come to mama!! The count down is getting closer
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Angry God Gif
after seeing bits of vaughn in pretty reckless, consider me adequately intrigued!! if history were to
repeat itself with vaughn, knight, and luna, please let vaughn be the one who ends up with luna. i mean,
imagine how epic the light/dark dynamic is going to be!! not that i have anything against knight. also,
when will we get a cover???
CURRENTLY JUST RE-READING VICIOUS IN PREPARATION FOR VAUGHN AND HIS RIPPED TEES AND
JEANS
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Angry God Bible Verses
Ughhhh, Vaughn aka mini Vic...so who's going to be worse, the father or the son?
Vaughn and Lenora, come and save this series.
We need you. ðŸ™•ðŸ•½
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With Luna right?
please be as fucking dirty as your old man vaughn!

i. need. this. to. happen. so. bad. you. don't. understand.
i'm so thirsty for this
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Angry God Quotes
Vaughn and ?? Who is his love interest?! I need to know!!
PS - please be even more of a heartless asshole than your father was with a filthy mouth please &lt;3
If I don't get my boi soon, I may die.
Dramatic?
I think NOT.
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Can't wait for next SOS genetation! ! !
Gahh I need more of this second generation!!ðŸŽ‰ðŸŽ‰ðŸŽ‰ need to know wich way this story
takes!!
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